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Figure 1: The v-plot designer enables the creation of custom hybrid charts (v-plots) for the comparative analysis of data distributions. Given
a set of analysis tasks, v-plots can be tailored to highlight particular distribution properties (on a local, global, and aggregated level) using a
guiding wizard. All the charts above represent the same data, showing the perceived risk of two groups for tap water consumption [DGB∗ 18].
Abstract
Comparing data distributions is a core focus in descriptive statistics, and part of most data analysis processes across disciplines. In particular, comparing distributions entails numerous tasks, ranging from identifying global distribution properties,
comparing aggregated statistics (e.g., mean values), to the local inspection of single cases. While various specialized visualizations have been proposed (e.g., box plots, histograms, or violin plots), they are not usually designed to support more than a few
tasks, unless they are combined. In this paper, we present the v-plot designer; a technique for authoring custom hybrid charts,
combining mirrored bar charts, difference encodings, and violin-style plots. v-plots are customizable and enable the simultaneous comparison of data distributions on global, local, and aggregation levels. Our system design is grounded in an expert
survey that compares and evaluates 20 common visualization techniques to derive guidelines for the task-driven selection of
appropriate visualizations. This knowledge externalization step allowed us to develop a guiding wizard that can tailor v-plots
to individual tasks and particular distribution properties. Finally, we confirm the usefulness of our system design and the userguiding process by measuring the fitness for purpose and applicability in a second study with four domain and statistic experts.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization design and evaluation methods;

1. Introduction
Analyzing and exploring empirical data and its distribution is a core
task in descriptive statistics across various research disciplines, and
often serves as a foundation for in-depth analyses. Comparing data
distributions is a multi-faceted process comprising a variety of different analysis tasks ranging from global aspects, such as identifying the type, shape, and skewness of a distribution, to local aspects,

such as comparing value frequencies, or identifying differences on
an instance level. Alongside global and local tasks, users also want
to analyze aggregated statistical properties such as comparisons
of mean and interquartile ranges. However, even with the abundance of statistical techniques, the visual inspection of distributions
is essential to a successful analysis [Tuk77, FMF12] and can help
to generate hypotheses, select appropriate statistical methods, and
support the understanding and communication of analysis results.
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Global, aggregated, and local analysis tasks focus on different properties of data distributions, which has led to the development of a broad range of specialized charts within the statistics
and InfoVis communities. Some of the most prominent include box
plots [Tuk77], violin plots [HN98], and bar charts. Each has its own
strengths and weaknesses: for example, while box plots are useful
for comparing medians and quartiles, they do not show whether a
distribution is bi-modal, or in which value ranges two distributions
differ most. Violin plots support these questions, but they are less
useful for local tasks where users are interested in the frequencies
of individual values (e.g., in discrete distributions). However, most
analytical processes combine a number of different tasks. Analysts
wishing to derive effective designs for a given dataset and a particular combination of tasks are faced with one of two choices: either
using multiple charts to communicate their analysis on the different levels; or designing an expressive hybrid chart tailored to their
analysis needs. Although hybrid designs have shown to be more effective for targeted analysis [BKC∗ 13], most people do not have
access to them and must use multiple charts instead. In addition,
analysts have to rely on experience and knowledge about descriptive statistics when choosing appropriate charts, making this design
space troublesome for non-experts to navigate.
To support the comparative analysis of data distributions for a
wider audience, we need to make the design of hybrid charts more
accessible and make task-dependent customization in the visualization of descriptive statistics less reliant to the user’s expertise. Our
chart authoring system, the v-plot designer, is developed to generate custom, widely applicable hybrid charts (v-plots) that concurrently support combinations of global, local, and aggregated tasks.
v-plots consist of five ("v") layers, which inspired its name. We
strove to ground our system design in an expert survey that aimed
to externalize the implicit knowledge and experience of domain experts into guidelines used to inform a guiding wizard component.
In this paper, we reflect on the multistage research process of our
system design that tackled the following research question: How
can we make hybrid charts for the visual comparison of data distributions (1) simultaneously support local, aggregation-based, and
global analysis tasks; and (2) accessible to analysts?
We provide a grounding for our visualization design by reviewing and categorizing existing tasks and charts for the comparative analysis of data distributions (Section 3). This lays the foundation for our expert survey (Section 4), which induces guidelines
and an automatic chart recommendation for the selection of existing visualization techniques for specific task combinations.
In addition to this design study, we also provide a rationale on
our system design and guidance. This is based on the review of
the related work (Section 2), and describes the reasoning behind vplots as custom hybrid charts that are designed to support a variety
of concurrent tasks (Section 5). Based on the externalized guidelines, a guiding wizard in the v-plot designer can automatically
tailor the v-plot through different visualization layers and transparency levels to highlight particular distribution properties. The
guidelines are interchangeable and can be extended by new findings or the requirements of specific communities in the future. Single v-plots can also be combined to a v-plot matrix that is sorted
according to the similarity of their visual structures and support the
comparison of all pairwise distributions.

To summarize, the contribution of this paper is two-fold. (1) We
contribute guidelines based on a representative expert survey on
the applicability and usefulness of the 20 most commonly-used
statistical charts to 20 analysis tasks for descriptive statistics. For
transparency and reproducibility, we make the survey and its results
available at osf.io/jk8rp. (2) To make the acquired knowledge accessible while supporting the creation of custom hybrid charts, we
contribute the v-plot designer (v-plot.dbvis.de). This chart authoring approach relies on a guiding wizard to enable users to adjust
v-plots, which combine mirrored bar charts, direct difference encodings, a distribution shape, labels, and axes with statistic values.
2. Related Work
In addition to the landscape of comparative distribution analysis
(described in Section 3), our work lies within the context of other
chart authoring tools, as well as guiding and chart comparisons.
2.1. Chart Authoring Tools
Designing visualizations to communicate patterns is one of the key
tasks in data science and descriptive statistics. However, implementing new visualizations for each analysis is not feasible for analysts. Therefore, in contrast to the vast amount of visualization
coding libraries (e.g., Lyra [SH14] or Vega [SRHH16]), chart authoring systems have been developed to streamline design process
and aid non-visualization-experts. Most of these systems are commercial applications [BSS∗ 19]. Most prominently, Tableau [Tab20]
has positioned itself as an easy-to-use, toolkit-based chart authoring system for the masses. More recently, Charticulator [RLB19]
has been presented as a chart authoring tool for variable, userdefined layouts, enabling more flexibility with chart designs. RAWGraphs [MEC∗ 17] is an example of a authoring system providing
users with an open-access API. Lastly, approaches such as Voyager [WMA∗ 16, WQM∗ 17] combine the flexibility of declarative
user-defined visualization designs with the ease of template-based
authoring systems. While such tools target the broad spectrum of
data-driven visualization designs, none are specifically focused on
authoring visualizations for the comparative analysis of data distributions for descriptive statistics. Additionally, these approaches do
not encode knowledge on choosing appropriate designs to provide
useful constraints on the outputs of the systems, which has proven
to be effective for non-visualization-experts [MWN∗ 19].
2.2. Guiding and Chart Comparisons
Earlier research has addressed the weaknesses of particular visualizations for distribution analysis. For example, Silverman [Sil86],
Tapia & Thompson [TT78], and Scott [Sco92] discuss the problem of histograms for continuous data. In the InfoVis community, many empirical user studies exist which compare charts or
visual elements for distribution analysis. To name a few, Correll et al. [CG14] evaluate error bars, box plot variations, gradient plots, and violin charts for judging mean and standard error.
Ondov et al. [OJEF19] evaluate the comparison of frequencies in
distributions using different layouts such as mirrored and separate
bar charts. Correll et al. [CLKS19] investigate the identification of
outlier-distributions using bar charts, density plots, and density distributions. Gschwandtner et al. [GBFM16] evaluate six different
c 2020 The Author(s)
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visual encodings, including gradient and violin plots, to visualize
temporal uncertainty. Finally, Skau et al. [SHK15] evaluate the impact of embellishments in bar charts. While some of the links between analysis tasks and visualizations have been addressed, we
still lack a set of guidelines for selecting appropriate charts for comparative distribution analyses, particularly if we are faced with a
combination of tasks which should be combined in a single chart.
3. Landscape of Comparative Distribution Analysis
The goals of comparative distribution analysis are manifold. Exploratory data analysis [Tuk77] aims to identify interesting patterns
across multiple dimensions, while other applications need sanity
checks [CLKS19] to identify missing values, outliers, or skewed
distributions that influence the analysis. Comparing distributions is
another important aspect of descriptive statistics [FMF12] which
can support data cleaning, choosing appropriate statistical models,
and understanding potential reasons for significance.
Examples such as Anscombe’s Quartet [Ans73] and the recent
paper by Matejka & Fitzmaurice [MF17] illustrate that summary
statistics are not enough to analyze distributions: visualizations are
also needed to discover patterns, support analyses, and communicate results [FMF12]. Nevertheless, established charts often only
support a limited number of tasks. Since a comprehensive statistical analysis typically comprises a combination of different aspects,
it is often necessary to create and explore several different charts.
To guide analysts towards choosing an appropriate chart for a
given application, we first provide a summary of the design space
by categorizing existing analysis tasks (Section 3.1) and distribution charts (Section 3.2). Then, in Section 4, we conduct an expert
survey to link analysis tasks with charts and derive guidelines.
3.1. Analysis Tasks
Many statistical books (e.g., [FMF12]) enumerate a subset of analysis tasks. However, we are unaware of an overview of all tasks for
comparative distribution analysis. Often, tasks are not formally introduced, and different wordings are used for the description. We
therefore establish a common vocabulary and introduce a classification of tasks, which is shown in Table 1. We group all tasks by their
scope and type, classify them into four complexity levels, and discuss the involved distributions as elaborated below. In Table 1, we
also provide examples from psychology applications for all tasks.
Scope of analysis tasks. We group the analysis tasks into three different scopes, which comprise the general analysis focus:
Local tasks concentrate on particular instances, for example reading the frequency of one value (L1) or comparing them across two
or more distributions (L4). Local tasks are particularly interesting
in discrete distributions (e.g., questionnaire results) in which the
characteristic of specific values is of high interest.
Global tasks take the majority of data values into account and analyze the entire distribution. Typical questions are the identification
of the distribution type (G1), or the comparison of skewness and
kurtosis in different distributions (G4).
Aggregation tasks can be seen as the link between global and local tasks. They focus on aggregated statistical measures of a distribution, such as the identification of mean (A1) or median (A2), or
the comparison of quartiles (A8) and standard errors (A10).
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Analysis type and involved distributions. We classify the tasks
into two analysis types and investigate their involved distributions.
Comparison tasks
analyze the relationships between distributions. Some tasks compare the frequencies of one distribution
(
), e.g., when identifying the most and least frequent values
(L2). Others compare them across different distributions (
).
Identification tasks focus on reading, measuring, and estimating
the individual properties of one distribution ( ). Examples include
extracting the frequency of one value (L1), the identification of the
distribution type (G1), and its skewness (G2).
Different analysis types are often interlinked and build on top of
each other. For example, to identify the value(s) with the largest
and smallest distribution difference (L5), one must first identify the
frequency of each value (L1), then compare them across distributions (L4), and finally find the highest difference.
Complexity. We categorized the analysis tasks into four different
complexity levels. We define complexity as the number of atomic,
consecutive identification and comparison tasks needed to reach an
analysis goal. It is not defined as the difficulty of extracting the relevant information from an (optimal) visual representation.
Complexity 1
comprises single identification tasks such as
reading the frequency of a value (L1) within one distribution ( ).
Complexity 2
are tasks which compare frequencies within
a distribution (
). Examples are the identification of the least
frequent value (L2), or the distribution type (G1).
Complexity 3
summarizes tasks which compare and relate
frequencies across different distributions (
), e.g., the comparison of the distribution shapes (G3). Identifying aggregated statistics (A1–A5) is also considered as complexity 3.
Complexity 4
quantifies the similarity and differences between two distributions (
) or aggregated statistical properties,
e.g., identifying the value ranges with the largest and smallest distribution differences (G5), or comparing standard errors (A10).
3.2. Visualization Techniques
We summarize charts, particularly those designed for comparative
distribution analysis. We first discuss charts for two distributions,
and then for three or more distributions. We group charts into histogram, shape, and statistical property based approaches, as well
as hybrid methods. We structure them perpendicularly by the taxonomy of Gleicher et al. [GAW∗ 11]: Juxtaposition designs use a
separate chart for each distribution. Superposition designs represent multiple distributions within the same chart, supporting their
comparison. Explicit Encoding computes the similarity between
distributions and directly encodes their difference.
Histogram-based charts represent the frequency as the height of
bins. They are particularly useful for discrete distributions, as every value can be depicted by one bar. Binning is usually applied for
continuous data. Figure 2 (top) depicts different arrangements of
the bins. Separate (a) bar charts place one chart per distribution
next to each other, while (b) grouped bar charts place bins of
different distributions with the same value in one group. Similarly,
(c) stacked bar charts arrange these groups on top of each other,
while (d) mirrored bar charts place bins of the same value next to
each other, mirrored by a horizontal axis. The charts can also be rotated (e) for a horizontal layout. The center of each bin can be connected with a (f) broken line graph . Sometimes the bins are hid-
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Table 1: Classification of analysis tasks for comparative distribution analysis. Tasks are grouped by their scope (local, aggregation, and
global) and ordered by complexity (
–
). We differentiate between identification ( ) and comparison tasks ( ), and highlight
the involved distributions: lookup in one distribution ( ), and comparison within (
) and across distributions (
).
example

local

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

Identify the frequency of one value.
Identify the most and least frequent value(s) of one distribution.
Compare frequencies within one distribution.
Compare frequencies across multiple distributions.
Identify the value(s) with the largest and smallest difference.

aggregation

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

Identify the mean of one distribution.
Identify the median of one distribution.
Identify the quartiles of one distribution.
Identify the standard deviation of one distribution.
Identify the standard error of one distribution.
Compare the means of multiple distributions.
Compare the medians of multiple distributions.
Compare the quartiles of multiple distributions.
Compare the standard deviations of multiple distributions.
Compare the standard errors of multiple distributions.

global

analysis task for descriptive statistics

G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

Describe and identify the shape and type of one distribution.
Describe and identify the skewness and kurtosis of one distribution.
Compare the similarity, shape, and type of multiple distributions.
Compare the skewness and kurtosis of multiple distributions.
Identify the value ranges with the largest and smallest difference.

type

complexity

distribution

[WYRG12]
[WYRG12]
[WYRG12]
[PDCM∗ 16]
[PDCM∗ 16]
[vdL15]
[SPA11]
[MW07]
[vdL15, SPA11]
[vdL15]
[vdL15, SPA11]
[GGN∗ 11]
[VPBD98]
[dFDPH09]
[vdL15, DRC13]
[vdL15]
[vdL15]
[VSBK11]
[REVN15]
[BMBP05]

den. In other variations, the (g) lines can be arranged as a superposition , similar to a line-chart, which allows a better comparison.
Finally, (h) cumulative bar charts accumulate the frequencies of
values and can be arranged as separate or grouped bar charts .
Statistic-property based charts directly depict summary statistics. Popular examples are box plots [Tuk77] and error bars
(Figure 1 (b), bottom right). Box plots indicate the median and interquartile range (IQR) as a box, representing 75% of the data. Additionally, the whiskers indicate 1.5× IQR and outliers are marked
with a dot. Variations have been proposed for the design, such as
notched and variable width box plots [MTL78], along with numerous approaches for coping with skewed distributions [HV08]. Error
bars typically represent the mean as a histogram and add the spread
of standard error as an interval on top. Further designs comprise the
mean and standard deviation, confidence interval, or any other uncertainty measure. A popular variation of the error bars shows only
the uncertainty interval without the histogram underneath.
Shape-based charts estimate the distribution using a probability
density function. Most implementations use a kernel density estimation (KDE), which depends on the kernel type and bandwidth
parameter. Both need to be carefully selected to provide reliable
representations [Sil86]. As shown in Figure 2, simple density distributions compute a KDE and place the distributions next to each
other
(i), on top of each other
(j), or in a mirrored fashion (k). Violin-type charts are inspired by the idea of opening up
the ‘black box’ of a box plot, illustrating the shape of the distribution. Early work comprised the histplot and vaseplot [Ben88],

Figure 2: Overview of charts for comparative distribution analysis.
and the development of the violin plot (l)
[HN98] and beanplot (m) [Kam08] was based on those ideas. Both encode mean
or median and the distribution of the data in the form of a box plot
or gradient plot. It can also be extended to an (n) split violin plot
or (o) asymmetric beanplot , similar to the mirrored bar chart. The
shape can also be used to encode the cumulative distribution (p) .
Hybrid charts are used to visualize different aspects of distributions in a single plot. Combinations of a histogram and a kernel
density estimation, histogram and box plot, or boxplot with jitter
are often used. Potter et al. [PKRJ10] introduce a so-called Summary plot which combines a mirrored histogram with the majority of summary statistics, such as mean, skewness, and quartiles.
These hybrid visualizations have proven to be effective in supporting multiple different analysis tasks at the same time. However, as
discussed in Section 2, they are typically difficult to generate, particularly if the set of analysis tasks changes between applications.
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Visualizations to compare multiple distributions are limited.
Most approaches use Juxtaposition or Superpositon and ‘just’
concatenate single charts together, e.g., multiple box plots, error
bars, stacked or grouped bar charts, line charts, and violin plots. We
are not aware of direct encodings of multiple distributions.
Related visualization techniques. Many other charts have been
created which are often used to represent some aspects of distributions and their properties. A comprehensive summary can be found
in the book by Wilkinson [Wil05]. Examples comprise stem-leaf
diagrams, which follow the idea of histograms but use consecutive numbers to encode bins. This helps to understand the spread of
aggregated values. Gradient plots use a transparent line (or point)
for each data record. These plots explicitly use overplotting to help
seeing all data records, as well as the overall shape. Other, partly
related charts are stacked and jittered line plots [CCKT83], linear
and nonlinear dotplots [SR96, RW18], and flow charts.

4. Connecting Analysis Tasks to Visual Representations
We now interlink the analysis tasks for descriptive statistics with
the design space for visualizations that support distribution comparisons. Our aim is to find out which visualizations and visual elements support users for any given set of analysis task(s) to provide
guidelines for application experts. To address these questions, our
survey is based on the following methodology and survey design.
Methodology. Since we intend to investigate the usefulness of the
most common visualizations for descriptive statistics for different
analysis tasks, we selected a set of 20 representative charts covering histogram, shape, and statistical-property based visualizations.
Part of our selection is shown in Figure 1b, which is extended by a
rotated version of the mirrored bar chart and a commonly-used error bar representation without the median bar. As tasks, we use all
local (L1 – L5) and all global tasks (G1 – G5). However, we selected only two representative examples from the aggregated group
(A1 + A2). The reason is twofold: Firstly, the pilot study showed
that with 20 tasks × 20 charts it would take participants almost two
hours to complete the survey. And secondly, feedback from the pilot participants suggested that one would need the direct encoding
of the statistical properties to successfully solve an aggregated task.
This is true for all aggregated tasks and was also reflected in the results of the pilot study. We also limited the survey to the comparative analysis of two data distributions and included both InfoVis
and statistic experts as participants to make sure we covered both
statistical and information visualization expertise.
Survey design. For convenience, we designed the survey on paper.
It comprises 16 pages and is divided into background material and
five parts. Every analysis task was described, and a concrete example given. The participants first indicated the usefulness of every
chart for a each analytical task using a Likert scale. Then, they selected up to three techniques which they felt were most useful for
the respective task. At the end of the survey, we asked all the participants (a) whether any important and commonly used visualizations
were missing; (b) which three plots they would be most likely to
use in a paper when addressing most of the tasks, and why; and (c)
which plots are most common in the literature, regardless of their
usefulness. The survey and the results are available at osf.io/jk8rp.
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Participants. 20 participants (6 female) participated in the survey.
17 were PhD students and 3 PostDocs. 13 participants reported
their primary background in computer science (CS), 4 in psychology, and 3 in both CS and psychology. Their ages ranged from
25 − 52 with a mean of 29.8 and a standard deviation (std) of 6.3.
Their average experience (and std) was reported as 4.1 years (3.7)
in statistics, and 4.0 years (3.0) in information visualization.
Survey procedure. We conducted several pilot runs and iteratively
improved the descriptions and tasks in the survey. Since every participant was able to complete the survey at their own convenience
we do not know whether the survey was completed in one go, or
whether they had any additional help. However, as we are primarily interested in the participants’ assessments rather than evaluating
their knowledge about the different visualization techniques and
supported analysis tasks, we do not see this as a limitation.
Data collection and cleaning. We manually extracted the answers
and removed two participants from the results. Since the first had
more than 50% missing values in the assessment of the different
charts, we did not consider them as ‘knowledgeable’ in the topic.
The second had a lot of outliers in the assessments of local analysis
tasks, and most of the answers did not match the average of the
other participants. For example, he/she said that bar charts are not
useful for identifying the value with the highest frequency - which
is obviously possible. As these outliers occurred across all local
analysis tasks, we believed that the participant misunderstood local
and global analysis tasks, and so he/she was removed. On average,
all remaining participants have 3.3% missing values (std = 4.9%)
in the assessment of the different visualization techniques.

4.1. Usefulness of Visualizations Across all Analysis Tasks
We report the results of the last tasks to provide general findings.
Most common charts. Based on the survey, bar charts (17 participants), box plots (15), error bars (4), broken line graphs (4), and
grouped bar charts (3) are generally most common in the literature.
Visualizations most useful across all tasks. No single visualization technique was considered most useful for all analysis tasks.
Many participants reported that the density distribution III is “good
to compare shapes”, “great for global comparisons”, and enables
the “focus on difference analysis (difference is darker)”. Also, separate bar charts have been reported as useful because they are seen
as “simple”, “a faithful representation of discrete data”, and “easy
to understand at first glance”. Box plots are considered useful as
“everybody knows them”, and “you can see the median and quartiles”. Mirrored bar charts are “easy to understand, have a clear
baseline [compared to stacked bar charts], and good to compare
distributions”. Finally, the asymmetric bean plot comprises “comprehensive information in a single graph”, “looks pretty and captures a lot of information”, and makes it “easy to compare distributions, means, and non-aggregated values”.

4.2. Usefulness of Visualizations for Different Analysis Tasks
In the following, we analyze the results of the survey on both a task
level and across local, global, and aggregated analysis scopes.
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(a) All tasks

(b) Local tasks

(c) Aggregated tasks

(d) Global tasks

Figure 3: Overview of expert survey results. Each chart represents a summary of a task scope according to Table 1. Every participant
indicated the usefulness of each visualization for a particular task with (++) very useful, (+) useful, (-) not useful, and (- -) not possible.
The vertical black bar charts on the right side represent the three visualizations, marked as most useful by the participants. We can see a
clear difference for the usefulness of local, aggregated, and global analysis tasks. Generally, histogram representations are considered more
useful for local tasks, while shape representations, such as a density distribution or violin plots are more useful for global tasks. Box plots
and error bars, although often seen for comparing distributions, are only considered useful for aggregated tasks such as the identification
and comparison of mean values and quartiles. The results of all individual tasks can be found in the supplementary material.
Visual representation of (un)usefulness. We realized that the participants had different encoding strategies. While some marked almost all techniques that are useful with (++), others applied mainly
(+), and (++) only for the most useful technique per analysis task.
Therefore, we visualized the results of the survey (see Figure 3) for
its exploration. While we cannot rely on the exact proportion between (+) and (++), and (-) and (- -), Figure 3 can provide us with
a clear tendency towards (un)usefulness. In the following, we discuss the most important findings (F) of the survey.
F1: Charts differ across local, aggregated, and global tasks.
Considering the combined results in Figure 3, we can see that there
are significant differences in the usefulness of the charts for local,
aggregated, and global analysis tasks. In Figure 3b we can see that
histogram-based charts are considered most useful for local analysis tasks. While they are also considered useful for global tasks
(Figure 3d), the participants seemed to prefer shape-based visualizations such as density distributions and violin-type charts. For aggregated tasks, there was a clear preference for charts that directly
encode statistical properties, such as box plots and error bars.
Another interesting observation is that six visualizations were
not seen as being useful for most of the tasks. These were stacked
and cumulative bar charts, cumulative distributions, box plots, and
variations of error bars, as shown in Figure 3a. Surprisingly, while
box plots and error bars are often used in the literature, they seem
to be of limited usage for considering task variations.
F2: Local analysis tasks. On average, most histogram-based charts
are considered useful for local analysis tasks, as shown by the green
color in Figure 3b. As expected, stack and cumulative bar charts
were an exception, being generally considered as not useful across
all tasks, not only those with a local scope. We can see some differences of the other histogram charts within the scope of local
tasks: For tasks considering a single distribution (L1 – L3), there
is not much difference between single bar charts (with or without
a broken line graph) and mirrored bar charts. They all support the
identification of a value, as well as their comparison. Grouped bar

charts are considered marginally less useful for these tasks. There
was some disagreement on whether shape-based charts are useful
for identifying the most (in)frequent values (L2).
Grouped bar charts, as well as density distribution III and broken line graph II, are considered most useful for comparative tasks
across distributions, as they directly encode the similarity and difference between the distributions, making comparisons easier.
F3: Global analysis tasks. While many participants considered
histograms to be useful for global tasks, the shape-based approaches outperformed them. In particular, when investigating the
individual tasks, we can see that they are more useful, especially when comparing distribution shapes (G3), skewness (G4),
and identifying differences (G5). Density distribution III, split violin, and asymmetric beanplots seem to be particularly useful for
comparisons across distributions. Besides density distribution III,
grouped bar charts are also considered very useful for identifying
the value ranges with the largest and smallest differences (G5). Single and mirrored bar charts seem to be as useful as density distributions for the identification of the distribution type (G1), skewness,
and kurtosis (G2), while grouped bar charts hinder the comparison
of frequencies within a distribution and are therefore less useful.
Across the global tasks, we do not see much difference between
the simple density distributions (I, II, and III), and the more complex violin and beanplot variants. Participants do not agree on the
usefulness of the broken line graph II and gradient plots.
F4: Aggregated analysis tasks. Figure 3c shows that only charts
which directly encode statistical measures are considered useful
(i.e., all violin-typed charts, box plots, and error bars). The box plot
is favored, followed by the asymmetric bean plot. While many participants rated error bars as one of their favorite charts for aggregated tasks, quite a few noted that error bars are not useful for identifying mean or median values. This is surprising, as the height of
the error bars can directly encode this value.
c 2020 The Author(s)
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F5: Impact of rotating charts. There seems to be no impact on
the rotation of charts. Both versions of the mirrored bar charts are
almost identical across all tasks. The same is true for the split violin
plot and the density distribution II, which are the same except for
the rotation (and an additional encoding of the mean value).
4.3. Summary
None of the presented charts support all tasks at the same time.
Charts encoding statistical measures are either simplified to these
values (e.g., error bars) or part of violin-typed charts, missing a histogram for local tasks. Vice versa, histograms support tasks on single values, but often miss comparisons on a global level or of statistical measures. Furthermore, charts that include a direct encoding of differences (e.g., grouped bar chart or density distribution
III) support the comparison of multiple distributions, but they are
more complex regarding the analysis of a single distribution as the
frequencies of each distribution cannot be followed easily.
Based on our findings, we envision an ideal plot for comparative analysis of data distributions combining (1) a histogram representation for local analysis tasks, (2) a shape-representation for the
global tasks, (3) a direct encoding of the differences between two
or more distributions, and (4) a representation of statistical measures. Perpendicularly, such a chart should unify aspects of and
in a single chart. While superposition layouts help to identify
the properties of single distributions, explicit encoding helps to
compare distributions by highlighting their differences.
5. v-plots: Hybrid Distribution Chart Design
Based on the findings of our survey, we develop the v-plot designer;
a chart authoring approach which facilitates the design of customizable hybrid charts, so-called v-plots. In particular, these charts combine the advantages of several established representations to support local, global, and aggregated tasks in a unified representation.
One v-plot compares two distributions, while a combination of different distributions can be arranged in a v-plot matrix which can automatically be sorted by similarity using a matrix reordering algorithm. In the following, we discuss the design rationale of v-plots
and introduce the guiding wizard of the v-plot designer, which automatically tailors the style of a v-plot to a given set of analysis
tasks to highlight particular distribution properties.
5.1. Design Rationale
The fundamental design rationale of v-plots is a layered representation, similar to the idea of the Summary plot [PKRJ10]. Each layer
supports different analysis tasks. The total number of layers is five
("v"), which gives this hybrid plot its name. The order of layers
and their style can both be customized to focus on specific analysis
scenarios. All layers are based on well-established visualizations,
which makes them easy to use and interpret while still supporting
a combination of complex analysis tasks. By default the v-plots are
configured to enable all five layers to be visible but not highlighted.
Users can adjust the layers and their highlighting by selecting certain tasks, either manually or through the guiding wizard, as described in Section 5.2.
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(i) Mirrored bar chart . The first layer is a mirrored bar chart
which supports local tasks on single distributions, such as the identification of frequencies
(L1) or their comparison (L3). In discrete distributions, every bin corresponds to one particular value. For continuous distributions, an adjustable equal-width binning is applied. Small
values are at the bottom; high values are at the top. The height of
each bin corresponds to its relative frequency in the distribution,
which also allows the comparison of distributions of different sizes.
(ii) Density distribution . The global properties of distributions,
such as type (G1) and skewness (G2), can be
analyzed by a shape-based density distribution. This layer supports two implementations:
(1) the center of each bin is used as a control point for a Catmull–Rom spline [CR74];
(2) a kernel-density estimation (KDE) with selectable parameters for the bandwidth and kernel type can be selected. The first option is the default, as it has three advantages
compared to the KDE: (1) it is parameter-free, (2) it shows all peaks
and valleys properly, and (3) it is directly linked to the underlying
mirrored bar chart, linking global and local tasks together.
(iii) Direct difference encoding . We chose a vertical layout as
the v-plots’ default for supporting the comparisons between both
distributions. The symmetrical arrangement allows one to easily see
if the two distributions align or not. We also encode the differences
of the distributions directly into the inner part of the mirrored bar
chart as a difference shape or difference histogram. This encoding
represents the absolute difference between the two relative frequencies and, for example, allows the highest difference between bins (L5), or the
value ranges with low differences (G5), to be identified. While the difference histogram supports a direct comparison between bins, the difference shape supports the analysis of more general patterns and is often used in the
v-plot matrix as shown below.
(iv) Statistic measures + . As a fourth layer, we support the
encoding and comparison of statistical measures. For each distribution on the left and right
side, the analyst can represent a value of central
tendency (i.e., mean or median) and the spread
of data (i.e., standard deviation, interquartile
range, or standard error). The properties can be
connected and highlighted with color for a comparative analysis.
(v) Labels. The final layer comprises various labels, such as the
chart title, name of the distributions, a grid, and labels of the bins
with the respective frequencies for a detail analysis. The size and
position of the labels can be interactively adjusted.
5.2. Guiding Wizard for Task-Dependent v-plot Customization
Based on our survey results, we can guide analysts towards an optimized v-plot for specific analysis task combinations. After uploading their data, the user selects all tasks (c.f. Table 1) that are relevant
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for the current analysis question. Using different radio-buttons, the
user can specify whether a task is irrelevant, relevant, or if the visualization should particularly highlight the corresponding property.
Automatic v-plot optimization. The guiding wizard is implemented as a rule-based system. While the complete set of rules is
documented in the supplementary material, we want to highlight
the general concepts in the following: If all local tasks are marked
as irrelevant, then the mirrored histogram layer is removed (the
same holds for density distribution and statistical properties regarding global and aggregated tasks). Tasks marked as relevant will typically add elements to the v-plot. For example, if the user wants to
identify the frequency of one value (L1), a grid and labels with the
bin height are added. If the user wants to identify (A1) and compare
the mean values (A6), the statistical layer is added and the mean
values are connected, as shown in Figure 4. Changing a task from
relevant to highlight usually results in a darker color and a higher
level of the visualization layer. For example, if the user wants to
highlight the differences (L5, G5), then the opacity of the difference histogram or difference shape is increased. We also change the
difference histogram to the difference shape if only G5 is selected.
Automatic recommendation for basic charts. The v-plot designer
also provides an automatic chart recommendation which proposes
basic charts which fit best for the given task combination. This allows for a comparison with the optimized v-plot. Based on the selected tasks, the system automatically provides a ranking of all visualizations (Figure 4 bottom) based on a score for each chart.
This score is computed using a weighted linear combination of the
Likert scale results in the survey, i.e. a chart considered very useful and not possible are weighted higher than charts considered
(not) useful: scorevisi = w1 · ratio(++) + w2 · ratio(+) − w3 · ratio(-)
−w4 · ratio(- -) . Here, ratio(++) corresponds to the ratio of participants rating the visualization as very useful (++). w1 . . . w4 are the
weights and by default are set to w1 = w4 = 1.5 and w2 = w3 = 1.0.
The ranked visualizations all show the distributions of the uploaded data so the user can compare them easily. The system also
provides two perpendicular views of the ranked charts. First, we
customize a usefulness chart based on the selected tasks and show
the usefulness of every visualization to this task combination (Figure 4 top right). Second, we create a similar representation illustrating the usefulness of every selected task to each chart (Figure 5
bottom). Since not all task combinations can be covered with the
existing charts, the user can then select one or multiple charts that
cover the underlying analysis question, based on the automatic recommendation and the supportive charts.
While the findings in our survey are the grounding for the guiding wizard and chart recommendation, we want to highlight that
this basis is interchangeable. New findings based on other quantitative user studies or the recommendation and guidelines of specific
communities can be exchanged by replacing CSV files in our publicly available source code of the v-plot tool (see Section 5.4).
5.3. v-plot Matrix
v-plots are particularly designed to compare two distributions. For
the comparative analysis of many distribution pairs, we extend the
v-plot designer to generate a v-plot matrix, which arranges all pairwise distributions in a matrix (see Figure 6). This layout allows an-

Figure 4: Based on a set of analysis tasks, the v-plot designer automatically adjusts the v-plot to highlight distribution properties. We
show 20 alternative visualizations using the same data, ranked by
the perceived usefulness of the task combinations. For each chart
type, we also select the top-ranked visualization (see Figure 5).
alysts to compare one distribution against all others (one row or
column), but also helps to find similarities and differences across
all distribution pairs. To improve the perception of similarities, we
allow users to apply a matrix reordering algorithm to sort rows and
columns such that similar distributions or similar difference patterns appear close together. However, rows and columns can also
be arranged by semantics, as we show in Figure 6.
Matrices are symmetric, i.e., the upper and lower triangles depict the same distribution pairs. Hence, we support different v-plot
styles for both triangles. Each style can be designed independently,
either manually or with the help of the guiding wizard. In the example of Figure 6, we are interested in the general shape of the distributions (G1) and the frequency of each value (L1) in the upper triangle, and we want to know in which value ranges the distributions
differ most (G5) in the lower triangle. Our guiding wizard therefore proposes starting with a histogram + shape representation, and
a difference encoding. This layout has also generally proven to be
useful for providing an overview and initiating a detailed analysis.
5.4. Usability and Implementation Details
We implemented the v-plot designer using d3 and angular.js. The
tool is available at v-plot.dbvis.de, along with the source code,
which will allow researchers to adjust the guiding wizard and the
chart recommendation engine. Users can upload CSV files and directly compare the corresponding v-plot with 20 alternative charts,
all using the same data for a useful comparison. All properties
can be changed in an interactive menu, which immediately updates
them in the v-plot. As shown in the supplementary video, users can,
c 2020 The Author(s)
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for example, change the size and aspect ratio, add a tile, modify the
grid granularity, and adjust the color and transparency of the histogram, distribution shapes, and the statistical measures. Together
with reordering the layers, users can thereby tailor the v-plots to
highlight specific distribution properties. The resulting v-plot, as
well as the customized style, can be downloaded.
6. Evaluation
To show the effectiveness and usability of the v-plot designer and
guiding wizard, we conducted a qualitative expert user study and
show a use case with survey results from a psychology application.
All designs and interactions in this use case are inspired by the
participants of our expert user study.
6.1. Use Case: Risk Perception in Drinking Water
Consider health psychologists investigating why many people buy
water in (plastic) bottles, despite the numerous advantages of tap
water. The psychologists conducted an experiment [DGB∗ 18] in
which tap and bottled water consumers reported their perceived risk
with respect to self-vulnerability and worry when consuming water
from the tap, glass, or plastic bottles. To investigate differences and
similarities between the two consumer groups on a general level,
we need to compare the distributions of 2 consumer groups (tap water and bottled water consumers) × 2 attributes (self-vulnerability
and worry) × 3 drinking water categories (water from the tap, a
glass bottle, or a plastic bottle) = 12 × 12 = 144 combinations. To
do so, we create a v-plot matrix (see Figure 6) and manually sort
rows and columns by consumer groups and water types. By simultaneously analyzing the general shape and differences of the groups
we make three interesting observations, as highlighted in Figure 6.
When analyzing tap water consumers and comparing worry of
consuming bottled water in glass vs. plastic, we can see that tap
water consumers are more worried about plastic packaging than
glass. We can also see the same distribution difference in worry
of consuming water from plastic bottles (more worried) vs. water
from the tap. In summary, it seems that tap water consumers are
generally more worried about drinking water from plastic bottles,
compared to glass bottles or water from the tap.
When comparing worry for tap and bottled water consumers, we
see that both consumer groups have very similar data distributions.
This is also reflected in the difference encoding (lower-left triangle). This means that both tap and bottled water consumers have a
similar risk perception about water from plastic bottles. Both distributions are also skewed towards smaller values, indicating a general tendency towards a low risk perception for both groups.
When comparing both consumer groups w.r.t. self-vulnerability
when drinking water from the tap, we can see that the distribution
of tap water consumers (blue distribution) is visually more skewed
towards smaller values while the distribution of bottled water consumers is skewed towards higher risk perception values. This may
indicate that bottled water consumers see water from the tap as a
higher risk than consumers that generally drink tap water.
We investigate the last observation in more detail, focusing on
the identification and comparison of mean values (A1 + A6), the
frequencies across the distributions (L1 + L4), comparisons of distribution shapes (G3), and, in particular, highlighting distribution
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: Based on a set of analysis tasks, we select the top-ranked
visualizations for each chart type and show their fitness to all tasks.
For a comparison, we select the same tasks as in Figure 4.

differences (L5 + G5). These tasks can be seen as an often-used
combination for a comprehensive comparison of two data distributions. We start the guiding wizard, select the tasks above, and receive a v-plot tailored towards the underlying tasks. Figure 4 shows
the v-plot, along with a ranked list of basic visualizations. For each
chart type, we also select the top-ranked visualization (see Figure 5). Below each chart, we show its usefulness for each of the selected tasks. We can clearly see that these basic charts only support
a subset of the tasks. For example, the density distribution support
the global tasks to identify and compare the shapes of the distribution, while box plots support the identification and comparison
of median values. The optimized v-plot from the same data, also
shown in Figure 1a, supports all analysis question in a single chart.
6.2. Qualitative Expert User Study
We conducted a pair analytics study [KF14] with four domain
experts, DE1 – DE4, to evaluate and get feedback on our v-plot
designer. All participants were PhD students in the field of psychology. Two were female, the age range was 25 to 33 years, and
the reported experience in statistics varied from 4 to 10 years.
We explained our aim of evaluating a chart authoring visualization
to compare data distributions and asked all participants to bring
a dataset which they are currently exploring. Each session took
one hour and was structured as follows: The DE first explained
the dataset and the visualizations that s/he commonly uses. Then,
the visualization expert (VE) introduced v-plots with the different layers and parameter settings, and the DE analyzed this own
dataset. Thereafter, the VE introduced the guiding wizard and the
DE started tailoring the analysis toward specific task combinations.
In a second step, we provided a new dataset [KGSR17], not known
to the DE before, and let the DE create hypotheses and explore
the data freely, allowing us to observe the participant’s action and
approach. As a last step, we introduced the v-plot matrix and let
the participants explore the pair-wise relationships. We ended the
study with questions about the general assessment of the usability
of the v-plot designer with the guiding wizard. Occasionally, the
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VE asked for feedback during the study and guided the DE towards
new tasks. The DE was encouraged to think aloud during the study
so that we were able to capture their thought process.
Findings. Due to privacy constraints of the participants’ own
datasets, we will only summarize general findings. All participants
reported that they normally use histograms as a first approach to
get an overview of the data. DE2 said that his/her biggest challenge
is “to keep an overview over the data and not get lost in the jungle of variables”. DE2 also mentioned that s/he is satisfied with the
visualizations s/he uses, but sometimes they are difficult to generate. DE4 uses Tableau [Tab20] on a regular basis to create more advanced visualizations to compare global vs. local aspects.
After introducing the v-plots, DE2 mentioned that having the
distributions and aggregated statistics combined in one graph is
useful. DE2+3 liked that changes in the menu are translated directly to the chart, making step-by-step adjustments easily possible. DE2 said “the adjustment of the v-plot is very easy. Particularly compared to R and SPSS, where you need 100 clicks to do 10
changes. Here you need 10 clicks to do 10 changes.” DE3+4 raised
some skepticism as the v-plots may show more than they actually
need, which can make the analysis more complex. But they liked
that “there is lots of information that you usually only get by combining information from two different graphs and one table”. All
participants particularly endorsed the difference encoding. Spotting
differences was particularly easy with this feature, and the participants agreed, that this is a core task in their common analyses that is
not supported well in the charts they typically use. All participants
were able to find new insights into their data. DE3 and DE4 felt that
even if the mean values did not differ between groups, there were
interesting differences between the distributions that they spotted
with the help of the v-plots and did not know beforehand.
We then introduced the guiding wizard, along with our classification of analysis tasks. By exploring different tasks and task combinations, the participants automatically optimized the v-plots and
compared them to the alternative visualizations. We regularly asked
for the visualization they liked most. DE1 said, “if I wanted to display one attribute (i.e. standard error), I would choose the box. For
displaying a single task, I do not think the v-plots are necessarily better compared to other visualizations. But if I want to display
multiple tasks, I would choose the v-plots. They are very good at
displaying the combination of tasks.” DE4 agreed and added “[for
multiple tasks] I would definitely choose the v-plot, because the
other charts only display single attributes. The more complex the
attributes get [...] the more I would tend towards the v-plot.” DE2
preferred the bar charts for the global tasks, because they entailed
more information in the view. Adding an aggregated task to a global
task, s/he would manually add the mean level to the graph.
The wizard was generally liked by the participants. DE3+4
stated that the wizard was particularly useful when getting started,
because it suggests a quick and good starting point based on what
is important for the current analysis. The alternative visualizations
were positively emphasized by all participants. DE4 said that “the
wizard shows me which visualization I can normally use and how
attributes are displayed by the v-plot”. DE3 said that the recommendations of alternatives are reasonable.
After introducing the v-plot matrix, DE3 and DE4 said that
they initially found the v-plot matrix overwhelming. But all partic-

Figure 6: A v-plot matrix comparing the risk perception of tap and
bottled water consumers w.r.t. their self-vulnerability and worry
when consuming water from a tap, a glass, or a plastic bottle. The
upper triangle of the matrix shows a density distribution for global
analysis, the lower triangle a difference encoding for comparison.
ipants agreed that if one worked through the matrix and explored
the different patterns, it’s a good way to get an overview over the
dataset and extract interesting attribute combinations. DE2 particularly liked the matrix: “I do not have to create v-plots one by one,
I get the combination of all plots right away. I like it!”
We asked the participants for general feedback at the end of the
study. All mentioned that the v-plot designer was very intuitive,
but one needs a few minutes to understand all the v-plots’ layers.
All participants agreed that they would use the tool for more than
just getting an overview over new datasets; they would also try to
incorporate the v-plots in a paper, poster or presentation as an eyecatcher and a dense source of information, if enough time or space
for explanations was given. DE1 said “I would include a v-plot in
my paper if displaying the combination of several attributes was
important to me”.
7. Discussion
This section summarizes the main findings, lessons learned, and
limitations by reflecting on our multistage research process, in particular summarizing the results of the qualitative expert study.
7.1. Summary and Lessons Learned
Our evaluation shows the advantages and usefulness of the v-plots
and v-plot matrix when simultaneously analyzing different analysis
tasks. Based on feedback from the participants and our own observations, we can summarize the following lessons learned.
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Understanding the visual elements. Even though v-plots are designed in an easy way by combining existing charts into a unified
representation, one still needs some training to understand and interpret all visual elements. DE1 said that while s/he would also like
to use the v-plots in papers and conference talks they are not very
well-known, meaning extra time would be needed for explanations.
Usability and direct feedback. All participants in our study liked
that changes in the menu are directly reflected in the v-plots. This
helps to understand the impact of specific parameters and to adjust
and tailor the v-plot design incrementally.
Difference encoding. All participants repeatedly highlighted that
the difference encoding of the v-plots (i.e., the difference histogram
for local analysis and the difference shape for global analysis tasks)
is one of the most important visual elements. Compared to other
representations, this facilitates concentrating on the differences
(only) and so helps significantly when comparing distributions.
Single vs. combination of analysis tasks. Some participants reported that v-plots might be too complex for single analysis tasks.
For example, they would prefer a box plot if the main goal is to
compare the median and quartiles of different distributions. However, our user case and the feedback of the participants also show
that existing visualizations often fall short when a combination of
local, global, and aggregated tasks is required. In this case, the layered concept of the v-plots supports a comprehensive analysis.
Guided analysis and automatic chart recommendation. Comparing the v-plots with alternative charts was well received by the
participants. In particular, our system automatically proposes the
most useful charts, after which the participants could make an educated decision on whether v-plots are the appropriate technique for
a specific task. Furthermore, they liked that the v-plots can be tailored to the analysis by highlighting specific distribution properties.
7.2. Limitations and Future Work
Our main focus is to design a guided authoring approach for hybrid
charts, supporting comparative distribution analysis. To make such
visualizations accessible and useful for non-experts, a central part
of the v-plot designer is the guidance component that is grounded
in a design study of analysis tasks and visualization techniques. In
this section, we discuss four limitations of the current state of our
approach and highlight potential for future research.
Coverage of visualization techniques. As presented in Section 3.2, there is a wide range of visualizations available for the
analysis of data distributions. In this paper, we deliberately focus
on analyzing elements of some of the most-commonly-used, basic
charts. However, we plan to extend this work to include more charts
and visual elements. Most notably, we plan to include other visual
representations such as dotplots as a potential additional layer to
the customizable hybrid plots. We also intend to further investigate
approaches for communicating uncertainty in the v-plot design.
Guidelines limited to scope of expert survey. To establish a foundation for user guidance, we relied on surveying the usage and analysis patterns of 20 practitioners. In addition to the theoretical foundation provided by the related work, the design guidelines were
grounded in our survey. Further research and replication studies are
c 2020 The Author(s)
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needed to avoid potential sample biases based on the number of survey participants and their background. We provide all data from our
survey at osf.io/jk8rp for transparency and have implemented the
recommendations of our guiding wizard to be modular, i.e., subject
to adaptation and renewal through the availability of new findings.
Lack of quantitative evidence. Going beyond the qualitative analysis and evaluation of our approach, there is a research opportunity
to examine the cognitive effects of combining chart elements. Our
evaluation suggests that the correct interpretation of the v-plot layers might be explained by the familiarity of the chart elements, as
well as learning effects through usage. However, more studies are
needed to determine the usefulness of individual components and
their combinations. In particular, we plan a quantitative user study
to evaluate the performance of the v-plots and to identify when it
is beneficial to switch from a simple representation to the v-plots.
This can further improve our guiding wizard.
Complexity of the v-plot matrix. We also plan to further improve
our v-plot matrix. Some participants mentioned that presenting so
many charts at the beginning of the analysis might be overwhelming. We therefore plan to add interaction concepts such as linking
and brushing, highlighting, and attribute filtering directly to the matrix. We further want to automatically highlight interesting v-plots,
for example with pattern matching and similarity search, as well
as an automatically applied statistical analysis which only extracts
significantly different distribution pairs.
8. Conclusion
How can we make hybrid charts for the visual comparison of data
distributions which (1) simultaneously support local, aggregationbased, and global analysis tasks; and are (2) accessible to analysts? Our paper addresses this research question by first classifying existing tasks for comparative distribution analysis and exploring the design space of appropriate visualizations. Based on a representative expert survey with 20 participants, we develop an automatic chart recommendation which proposes appropriate charts for
a given combination of analysis tasks. As a second main contribution, we develop the v-plot designer as a chart authoring tool for
hybrid v-plots, allowing data distributions to be compared simultaneously on global, local, and aggregated levels. Furthermore, we
introduce a guiding wizard which tailors the style of the v-plots towards given analysis tasks. Our evaluation shows that this wizard
helps to design effective v-plots through highlighting specific distribution properties. Once a combination of analysis tasks is relevant, v-plots outperform other techniques.
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